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GLORIA IRVING
(Cobra 5008)

m
,
“I NEED A MAN” (2:18) [Ar-

S+mel BMI — Mel London] Gloria

Irving torches an insinuating mambo
beat and comes off with an exciting

wax. Gloria needs a man and tells just

what this man must be. Strong stuff

that could grab a big piece of action.

f* “FOR YOU AND ONLY YOU”
It (2:22) [Armel BMI—Willie Dix-
on] The torrid voiced lass chants a
middle beat bouncer in good style, but
the deck hasn’t too much more than
the talent.

JULIE LANG
(DeLuxe 6111)

B
“ELVIS” (2:54) [Men-Lo-BMI—
McCoy, Owens, Mendelsohn]

Take-off on the current teen-age craze,

Elvis. Should grab off some good sales

if the teen-age girls find it. The kids

will go for it since it is entirely to

their way of thinking.

B
“WOMAN NEED DE MAN”
(2:17) [Gil BMI — Lampert,

Cleveland, Pineus] Another calypso
for the calypso market that has
sprung up. Miss Lang sings easily

and with pleasing qualities. Deck has
charm and flavor.

EARL (CONNELLY) KING
(King 5017)

B, “DADDY LADDY” (2:35) [Jay
& Cee BMI — King, Glover, Men-

delsohn] Earl (Connelly) King wails
a slow, syncopated blues, in good
style. King has a quality about his

delivery that makes his sides differ-

ent and good. Powerful wailing and
a wax to be watched.
» “SOMETHING MONEY CAN’T
B+BUY” (2:11) [Jay & Cee BMI —
Watkins, Bell] Similar comments on
a slow beat ballad. King sings a
good tune with a solid vocal. Keep
close tabs on both decks.

JTbTlenior
(Checker 856)

B
. “DON’T TOUCH MY HEAD!!!”
+ (2:10) [Arc BMI — Lenior] J. B.

Lenior rocks a middle beat ditty with
a saucy vocal. Lenior swings delight-

fully, giving the wax a strong appeal,

tho mostly to the southern cities.

Keep an eye on this one.

B
’T’VE BEEN DOWN SO LONG”
(2:40) [Arc BMI — J. B. Lenior]

Lenior wails a slow down home blues
with loads of feeling. Lenior is really

troubled and his sincere vocal gets
that fact across.

JACK DUPRE
(Vik 4X-0260)

B
“JUST LIKE A WOMAN” (2:52)
[Monument Music BMI — Lucille

Dupree] Jack Dupre does one of his
monologues set to a drifty musical
background. Dupre takes off on man’s
usual target, woman, and Dupre fans
will like.

B
“DIRTY WOMAN” (2:35) [Mon-
ument Music BMI — Lucille Du-

pree] Dupre shouts a fast moving
blues about his search for his “one
dirty woman”. Good listening. Side is

exciting.

DOLLY COOPER
(Dot 15535)

p ,
“THE CONFESSION OF A

S+FOOL” (2:55) [Goday BMI —
Paul] Dolly Cooper sings a torchy
blues-ballad and puts every vocal
trick she knows into the reading.
Pleasing wax that could grab itself

action.

B
“TELL ME, TELL ME” (2:00)
[Pera Music BMI —- Paul] Miss

Cooper rocks out with a quick beat
jump. Exciting Lindy dance beat.
Good coupler.

The Cash Box
Award o’ the Week

“THE MAN IN THE PHONE BOOTH”
“Hello Baby” Part One
“Hello Mama” Part Two

THE HAPPY WANDERER
(Herald 496)

• One of the most unusual re-
cordings in some time has hit the
market. “The Man In The Phone
Booth” looks like it can be the
“Flying Saucer” of the coming
months. The disk has the same
tune and same idea on both sides
of the release. However, on one
side the Happy Wanderer is phon-
ing his girl friend and on the
other he is phoning his “mama”.

Really interesting dialogue and
treatment. The deck has already
created excitement via both this

recording and the Flair-X version

and it is a case of the winner
being the one who invades the vari-

ous markets first. The pressers are
churning out disks and the race

is on. This could become a sensa-

tional seller and either or both are

going to rack up healthy figures.

“WORTHLESS AND LOWDOWN” (1:53)
[Prestige ASCAP—Morgan]

“END OF A DREAM” (2:24)
[Prestige ASCAP—Morgan]

SUNNY KNIGHT
(Dot 15542)

• Sunny Knight backs two strong

pieces of material and both are

strong commercial hit possibilities.

“End of A Dream” is a slow beat

pretty ballad handled by Knight

with an emotionally effective vocal.

Knight tells his story against a

ballad rock and roll chorus and in-

strumental support. Melodic side

well done. The flip, “Worthless

and Lowdown”, is a change of pace

offering. Knight sings the middle

beat jump telling the story of the

mean, worthless fern that he loved.

It is a moving r & r side given a

heartfelt reading. Deck excites.

Two solid offerings. Take your

choice.

‘I’M WALKIN’” (2:05)

[Reeve BMI—Domino,

Bartholomew]

“I’M IN THE MOOD FOR
LOVE” (2:42)

[Robbins ASCAP—McHugh,
Fields]

FATS DOMINO

(Imperial 5428)

• There’s no question about a new Fats Domino release being important

news in the r & b field. A must for retailers, operators and deejays. See

review pop section.

The Gash Box
& B Best Bets

"DADDY LADDY"
( Earl (Connelly) King King 5017

"SOMETHING MONEY CAN'T BUY"
j

"SYLVIE" David Hill Aladdin 3354

"FLYIN' SAUCERS ROCK & ROLL" 1 Billy Riley Sun 260
"I WANT YOU BABY"

j

VINNIE MONTE
(Josie 810)

B
“TELEGRAM” (2:29) [Jubilee
ASCAP — Perry, Sims, Gohman]

Vinnie Monte, full voiced thrush, sings
a slow paced mood ballad with dra-
matic vocal. Melodic tune given an
emotional treatment.

B
“UNLESS” (2:12) [Tee-Pee AS-
CAP — LaVere, Marchfield,

James] Beautiful offering aimed
straight at the pop market. Lass sings
with intense beauty. Big song that
needs steady exposure. Very pretty
item.

THE G-CLEFS
(Paris 502)

<n .“SYMBOL OF LOVE” (2:35)
D+ [Greta BMI — R. Jordan] The
G-Clefs do fine vocaling a slow paced
lovely. Moving- tune, delicately tend-

ered. Story of a teen-age love affair.

The G-Clefs blend smartly giving the
song the right touch. Could be a good
seller. Watch it carefully.

» “LOVE HER IN THE MORNIN’ ”

®T(i: 55 ) [Greta BMI—Jay Raye]
The G-Clefs turn up the tempo and
bounce out an engaging rhythm nov-
elty. Replete with gimmicks. Teeners
will love it.

THE EMPEROR
(Argo 5264)

B
“ME BABY TREATS ME
WRONG” (2:31) [Arc BMI —

Zono, Sago] The Emperor chants a
rhythmic middle beat calypso — and
does a better job than most of the
flood of calypsos that have been hit-

ting the market. Interesting in sound
and material. Good programming.

S
“TOUGH DE TIMES” (2:33)
[Arc BMI — Zono, Sago] An-

other different type of offering. Dra-
matic — with a stirring beat. Em-
peror brings something to a song that

lifts it above the routine wax. Watch
both decks.

BILLY “THE KID” EMERSON
(Vee-Jay 219)

B
“TOMORROW NEVER COMES”
(2:58) [Conrad BMI — W. R.

Emerson] Billy “The Kid” Emerson
soulfully sings a slow rhythmic blues

with deep feeling. Good vocal perform-
ance and good instrumental backing.
Deck has a feeling that “reaches” the
listener. Should stir up some action.

B
“EVERY WOMAN I KNOW”
(2:40) [Conrad BMI—W. R. Em-

erson] Emerson rocks out a quick
beat jump story of how the women
love the automobiles. Happy little

bouncer for the dancing kids.

DAVID HILL
~

(Aladdin 3354)

H, “SYLVIE” (2:50) [Shalimar
D+ Aladdin BMI—David Hill] David
Hill sings a “different” offering that
comes off very strong. Folkish in

quality, Hill handles it wonderfully
well and the deck should get good
air action. Watch it very closely.

E
“JELLYBEAN” (1:45) [Aladdin
BMI — David Hill] Hill turns

out another effective swinging side,

giving it a spirits lifting vocal.

levTmann
(Aladdin 3356)

E
“BEHIND THE COTTON CUR-
TAIN” (2:05) [Aladdin BMI —

Levi Mann] Levi Mann turns in an
exciting instrumental wax. Middle
beat rhythm piece featuring sax and
organ. Good sound that should grab
a piece of action.

B
“GEORGIE PORGIE” (2:50)
[Aladdin BMI — Levi Mann]

Similar comments on a quicker tempo
opus.
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